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Mechatronics Final Report: WalkerAssist

Opportunity:
In our current version of  the walker, our opportunity is very similar to the original opportunity we outlined in
P2 in terms of  functionality. We initially viewed this device as something that would seamlessly be integrated
into any home. The device would be like a piece of  furniture in the home as opposed to a device that is not a
part of  its natural environment. Ideally our product would have customizable skins / outer finishes to match
the desired aesthetics of  a home. The opportunity we identified and worked on to solve this semester with
WalkerAssist is to increase elderly and disabled people's independence. Our device will allow for elderly
people to place objects onto the platform on the walker and have those objects be lowered to the ground in a
controlled manner and also be deposited onto the ground via the sweepers on the platform. The same would
be true in reverse as well. The platform, via the sweepers, would be able to pull (or sweep) objects onto the
platform and then raise them to a height for the user to have to bend minimally to pick up the object. This
device would allow elderly and disabled people to be able to do more things around the house instead of
relying on the aid of  another person to help them.

Comparison:
In our initial ideation, we envisioned that this device would be integrated into the home, modular, and also
have the platform and sweepers being able to move desired objects up, down, off  and on. We will address
each of  these in detail. In regard to the integration into the users home, we saw the device being able to be
used as a table and have the aesthetic features to be considered a piece of  furniture. Our final prototype did
not have any sort of  aesthetic appeal due to our main focus on the functionality being correct. The aesthetic
appeal could be made from laser cut wood that could be painted to hide the electrical components and
mechanical mechanisms present in the device. For the modular aspect, we decided that to ensure proper
functionality, the modular aspect would not be accounted for in our final design. To make our device modular
would be difficult with our current design since we used bolts to attach our device to the walker. If  we used
some sort of  secure clip design, our product could potentially be able to be easily taken on and off  of  the
walker. For the base functionality of  movement, we were able to hit our deliverable target entirely. We had a
working platform that can lift and lower objects and also working sweepers that could push objects on and
off  of  the platform. Our platform did not reach entirely to the top of  the platform due to our design however
in the future their design could be modified for more upwards movement ability.



Physical Device Diagram:





Function-Critical Decisions:
The first function critical decision was the choice to use a worm gear transmission for our dc motor lift
mechanism. Our standard motor would not be able to drive the main shaft on its own while simultaneously
driving the platform, so we chose this transmission due to its high torque and lack of  backdrivability.



The next function critical design decision was the gear transmission for the analog input-controlled platform
paddles. We wanted to use a potentiometer as our analog input for the steppers to drive the paddles, but we
needed to make sure the stepper could provide adequate torque and mount properly. To accomplish this, we
designed a gear transmission that would mount to the platform in two locations, the bottom and then a
“ceiling” that was created as a result of  our bending procedure.

Another critical design decision was our bearing sizing. The calculations are detailed below, but basically we
wanted to make sure we properly sized our bearings for the amount of  load that would be on them.



Diagram for reference

The next function critical design decision was the use of  the v-slot rails and carriage. While our pulley could
drive the platform up as the result of  our digital input buttons, we had no way to lock the x and y-axes. With
this implementation, the platform would be mounted to these carriages, locking it strictly in the z-axis. There



were no real calculations involved in this decision other than the measurements involved to align the rails with
the assembly above and the platform itself.
The next function-critical design decision was the dc motor mount. We needed a way to mount the motor to
the walker frame itself, so we elected to bend sheet metal and create several locating features to mount and
align the motor with the worm gear transmission. The critical step in this process was switching to a flexible
shaft coupling for the motor, allowing for some slop in the bending process. There were no major
calculations in this process other than those that went into the hole positioning, as much of  the alignment and
mounting was made to be adjustable so we could position it by hand on our walker.

Circuit Diagram and State Transition Diagram:



Reflection:
WalkerAssist was a momentous challenge from the inception of  the project, and at this point in its progress
we can be fully confident that it was a successful prototype. Though challenges arose from the complexity
due to augmenting an existing device that was not intended to be augmented, our team was able to come up
with adequate solutions that will serve as a backbone for all of  our future work on this project. The
electronics also serve as a strong base for future iterations, allowing for even more accessibility within the
home for WalkerAssist’s users.



CAD Images
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Worm Gear Transmission

Side view of  DC motor housing



Platform Stepper Transmission

Bill of  Materials:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1E1pJgQ9XqCPWG0skxiDehvkyoKR7dqIrluxeeteut18/edit?usp=
sharing

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1E1pJgQ9XqCPWG0skxiDehvkyoKR7dqIrluxeeteut18/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1E1pJgQ9XqCPWG0skxiDehvkyoKR7dqIrluxeeteut18/edit?usp=sharing
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